Moto 4 yamaha 350

ATVs are an indispensable companion when it comes to farming, hunting, and sporting.
Yamaha has a broad selection of quad bikes including the models under the Blaster series, the
Grizzly, the Raptor and the Bruin among others. One old model that is still popular is the
Yamaha Moto 4 The Yamaha Moto 4 has many desirable features and design specifications that
make it ideal for working and recreation. The Yamaha Moto 4 all-terrain vehicle weighs lbs
without a rider. It is a workhorse capable of everything from load pulling to recreational
explorations. It is a great ATV for a working or leisurely riding on the trails. The VIN is a
standard digit vehicle identification numbering system that is unique in every vehicle. This code
is usually helpful to law enforcement, vehicle manufacturers, insurance, vehicle manufacturer
and owners. There are certain digit positions used for identification in this 17 code digit. The
numbers help to identify the manufacturer, design, engine type and the year of make. The code
also helps to identify the country of make, the plant, and the manufacturer serial number. For
easy decoding, you can feed the whole 17 digit code online on the Yamaha VIN decoder
website. The decoder will give you complete vehicle details from the number. The Yamaha Moto
4 has a four-stroke engine that includes an oil cooling system. The overhead cam design on the
cc engine enables easy mounting of camshaft inside the cylinders. Yamaha Moto 4 has an
engine displacement of The engine cylinders have a diameter of 3. The vehicles five-speed
transmission system delivers the maximum torque to the wheels. The Yamaha Moto 4 reaches a
45 mph top speed and has a seat height of It can efficiently function as a sporting utility quad.
The bike is sturdy enough to pull fully loaded hay wagons at 30 mph. The vehicle responds
fairly instantly to the throttle and gathers speed at a bearable but sluggish rate. The Moto 4
features an odometer that makes it easy to maintain the vehicle reading the engine mileage.
Riders get a high-to-low speed range and a speed power transmission. The electric starter
makes ignition a breeze. Yamaha Moto 4 is also fitted with reverse gears, making off-load
maneuvers a breeze. The reverse gears also help during deceleration. No matter how old the
bike gets, you can always expect a constant speed output. Regular motor oils contain additives
that can cause slippage in the moto 4 transmission. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. In-Depth Guides.
Kawasaki Mojave Specs and Top Speed. ATV by Brand. Best Lists. Know How. Reading Yamaha
Moto 4 Specs Incl. Weight, Top Speed, Maintenance, Etc. Share Tweet. Baja In Depth Guides. In
Depth Guides Kawasaki. In Depth Guides Yamaha. Yamaha Moto 4 Specs Incl. In Depth Guides.
Yamaha Moto 4 Specifications ATVs are an indispensable companion when it comes to farming,
hunting, and sporting. Arctic Cat In Depth Guides. Yamaha Moto-4 needs regular maintenance
because it is prone to wear and tear just like other vehicles. You can get a repair manual to
guide you through servicing from cylinder compression inspection to engine overhaul, and
drive chain changes. Even though the Yamaha Moto-4 ATV has similar to other vehicles, its
servicing may be slightly different. The steering, breaking power transmission systems may not
be the same as you are used to in a road vehicle. That is why you need to read the instruction
manual. Maintain the battery according to its manufacturer. When your ATV is not in use during
the winter, ensure to take steps to protect the battery during the cold spell. Remove the battery
from the ATV and clean the terminals with baking soda to avoid corrosion. Check fluid levels
regularly Check the oil, coolant, and differential fluid levels. It helps to prevent damage to the
engine. You will need to conduct full oil changes as per your instruction manual. If the Moto 4
starts to become sluggish, check the plugs and air filter. These components need replacement
periodically. Check the ATV tire pressure. If the tire pressure is down, you will not get perfect
control of the vehicle. Get a tire gauge and regularly check tire pressure, ensuring they stay
inflated. Doing that also helps you to prolong the life of the tires. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. See all results. More Stories. In , Yamaha released a
first of its kind â€” the Yamaha Moto The launch of this vehicle triggered the shift from
three-wheel to four-wheel ATV design â€” and manufacturers worldwide followed suit. The
four-wheeler was great news for farmers, hunting groups, and average consumers. The Yamaha
Moto 4 marked the beginning of all-terrain vehicles. It had a cc engine, an electric starter, an
automatic transmission, a reverse gear, and a snorkel air intake. It also minimized off-roading
hazards and made rides more enjoyable with its four-wheel design. The introduction of the
Yamaha Moto 4 in occurred when the ATC or three-wheel design dominated the all-terrain
scene. Back then, ATCs or all-terrain cycles already had powerful engines but were not the
safest or most stable to ride over uneven terrain. A reverse gear, which helped during
deceleration, gave the Moto 4 excellent maneuverability on rough terrain. Front and rear racks
offered more storage and towing capabilities, making it ideal for both recreation and utility
purposes. And riders enjoyed a more stable and safer riding experience. Yamaha produced
three other engine displacement versions for the Moto 4, namely: the Yamaha Moto 4 , , and â€”
these new versions came with manual transmission and 4WD options. Although the Yamaha

YFM started the Moto 4 series, its sibling Yamaha Moto-4 became the designated Moto-4 model
from the time it hit full production in until Fitted with a bigger cc engine, this sport ATV was
designed for strong midrange pulling capabilities and serious mudding and riding in shallow
water. Most of the ATVs found in these auctions have minor repairs needed for the sprayer tank,
electric pump, and push-button start switch or battery replacement. But there are a few
requiring complete tire and parts replacement and bodywork due to the four-wheeler being in
poor condition. Some of these ATVs sell cheap as they have sat for a while, with engines no
longer starting or running. Some require little to no repairs but do not have titles. Others with
titles or front and rear cargo and snowplow attachments are more expensive, even if they have
an older model year. Since most if not all Yamaha Moto 4 purchases are secondhand, expect
alterations from minor repairs to full rebuilds. The condition and model year of your workhorse
and whether the previous owner took care of it or not entirely dictates the extent of what needs
to be changed or replaced in your quad. Below are some common things that need to be looked
into when buying a used Moto It is also worth inspecting other aspects of your four-wheeler like
handlebars, electrical components, ATV seat, and lighting. Luckily, there are a ton of online
resellers and aftermarket dealers out there that provide your much-needed parts. I highly
recommend that you do your research, too. Who knows? You might end up scoring cheaper but
higher quality Moto 4 parts from less-known even local sources. This four-part video by
Sunnyslope Homestead sums up all the fundamental checks you need to do on a pre-loved
Moto 4. I chose to show the last two videos as they contain the finishing touches done on the
four-wheeler. The reviewer ends all his hard work with a celebratory test drive at the end of the
last video. Putting your Yamaha Moto-4 vehicle in reverse requires a few easy steps. Initially,
you have to shift into the first gear, grasp the H-L-R lever, push the button on the bottom in, and
pull it back at once. Performing these simple steps put your Yamaha Moto-4 in reverse. In other
instances, you may need to make adjustments in the linkage of the shift lever to put your
vehicle in reverse. Check that the parking brake is pushed far enough and is not jammed. Note
that greasing in the shifter and brake is critical for the efficient functioning of your Moto After
doing a rebuild on your Moto 4, the next thing is proper maintenance. Maintenance is crucial for
enjoying your quad in the coming years. Not only are these the best procedures to follow for
preventing further wear and tear, but Moto 4 servicing when it comes to steering and breaking
power transmission systems may also slightly differ from other vehicles. On top of what you
already know, here are additional recommendations on how to care for this workhorse
properly:. Identifying the specific model is, in general, one of the more frequently asked
questions about the Moto 4 and Yamaha ATV models. And for a good reason, as it helps
consumers buy the correct parts and accessories for their quad and do the right kind of repairs.
There are two ways to do it â€” by decoding the VIN and deciphering the model code
designation. The VIN is a standard vehicle identification numbering system that helps identify
the manufacturer, design, engine type, and the year of make. It consists of a digit alphanumeric
code unique to every vehicle. For easy decoding, you can feed the entire digit code online on
the Yamaha VIN decoder website. All Moto-4 models have this code marked on the frame near
the left footpeg when seated on the ATV. However, this specific location may change from year
to year. Other areas where you can find the VIN are between the engine and the A-arm, on the
neck of the frame close to the triple-tree, or slightly forward on the front-left footpeg. Cleaning
the frame with a wire brush will help make the VIN more visible. It has the second-largest
motorcycle sales in the world and is the leader in water vehicle sales. Aside from successfully
managing its global operations, it also participates in the development of tourist businesses,
recreational and leisure facilities, and services. Yamaha is world-renowned for its
well-engineered cruiser and off-road motorcycles, multipurpose engines, intelligent machinery,
snowmobiles, and other motorized products and is the maker of Yamaha Moto 4. For the novice
rider, this brute is a fantastic beginner quad. It is a perfect starting point for the experienced
mechanic to build a buggy or practice on rebuilding. But for the company that manufactured it,
the Yamaha Moto 4 is what has put them on the map of ATV history. For both Yamaha engineers
and its current owners, the Moto 4 is a prized vehicle meant for enjoyment and embodies
innovation. No wonder that this little truck continues to stick around â€” and will probably do so
for a very long time. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from
its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications.
Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. The engine is forward-inclined
with a displacement of cubic centimeters. A Mikuni carburetor handles the air-fuel mixture with
a compression ratio of 8. Fuel tank capacity is 2. It has a two-wheel drive with a maximum power
output of The later versions from cc to cc come with manual transmission and 4WD options.
Front wheels allow 2. The rear suspension utilizes a swing arm monocross with a steel finish.
Width is The vehicle wheelbase is The seat height is It comes equipped with a watt bulb

headlight and a 7. Below are some common things that need to be looked into when buying a
used Moto 4: Carburetor. Although the Mikuni carburetor is an excellent piece of work that can
withstand years of use, it is always good to check this and see if it needs cleaning or
replacement. Used four-wheelers typically have a lot of gunk and sludge in their oil when you
drain them. Be keen on checking the condition of the oil filter, too, as Moto 4 has a mesh-type
oil filter, not the paper one. In some cases, the mesh of the oil filter deteriorates over time, and
the metal shavings can mix with the oil, which is not suitable for your Moto. Inspect all the nuts
and bolts and see if anything is loose. Include the kingpins, wheel bearings, and rigs as faulty
ones may cause your Yamaha Moto 4 parts to come loose, or your wheels to be wobbly and
unstable. If everything is in perfect shape, make sure to label them carefully when you
disassemble your four-wheeler when rebuilding or cleaning it. Check on the A-Arms or rear
swingarms to see if they are bent and need replacement. You might also need to replace the
shocks of your bike. As a new owner of a secondhand Moto, you can prep the plastic of your
quad in numerous ways. If the exterior is already a bit worn out, you can spray paint the plastic
to a hue and design that you like. But if the plastic is not that badly corroded, you can either put
decal stickers on it or do the heat gun trick. Using a heat gun evens out any bumps on the
plastic that may develop over time, making the look of your quad more polished and close to
reasonably new. Other Things to Check It is also worth inspecting other aspects of your
four-wheeler like handlebars, electrical components, ATV seat, and lighting. Part 3 â€”.
Continue Reading. VINs are a digit standardized vehicle identification numbering system which
is unique for each individual vehicle. This code is intended for law enforcement, insurance,
vehicle manufacturer and owner use. Search for the Moto 4 VIN. It is normally on the frame by
the left foot peg, assuming you are sitting on the ATV. The VIN plate is on the frame but do not
confuse this with the engine number located on the engine itself. Write down the position VIN.
Certain positions are necessary for identification, including positions two, four through eight,
and ten. These positions represent the manufacturer, body style and engine type and the year,
respectively. Other positions identify country of manufacture, manufacturing plant and the unit
number of production, or serial number. Decode the Moto 4 VIN. Position two should be a "Y"
for Yamaha, Position 10's year designation coding starts with "A" for , "B" for up to "Y" for
Beginning in , the year designation code switched to digits, starting with "1" for The decoder
gives complete identification information. A native of New Haven, Conn. After working as a
reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home in New Haven. Step 2 Write down the position
VIN. The numbers designate the engine size. We were unable to complete your request. Please
try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available
for this item. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Inside Diameter
of Manifold Intake: External Diameter of Air Intake: Skip to main content. Email to friends Share
on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information caltric Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a
layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the
item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page
on international trade. Item location:. Pacoima, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Tue. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Carburetor for Polaris Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you
Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've
selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only

this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is
for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have
been provided by caltric. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2, items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 2, Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your identity will
not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Standard
International Shipping. Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts
to sync your profiles and content. The yamaha from 89ish- 93ish has this dual actuating throttle
cable assembly. I can not find a replacement cable for it. One cable had rusted and broke. Do i
need to update to the new ca rb style that has the single cable? If so this sucks because i just
cleaned this one. I hope to get answers to this stuff. Im the kind of guy that researches and
never Have the opportunity to help people. Hopefully this thread will do just that. Man I love big
projects! Welcome to Quadcrazy. I would make a list and tackle it item by item. I will check with
a few local people that have atv scrap yards and see what they have. Sounds great. Its is a huge
project, my friend bought it brand new in The last 3 years it sat in a field with the old gas left in
it. I just need the cable that runs to the slide. Online searches and parts aren't very specific. As
far as the coil overs, the ones on it are shot, i have an 86 parts moto 4 i was going to use the
front shocks and swap them. If so don't waste ur money. A cable is locatable its just going to
take a little time. That carb is worth a few buck as well. I reached out to a guy i have in PA. He
has everything, lets see what he says. Im going to try to get it to idle today. Diagram part num
21 is what the assembly looks like. I need the one cable that goes from where it splits to the
needle on top of the car b. Dang, idk how i missed that. You think it will fit the moto4 car b? You
can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account.
Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text
instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Not a member? General Talk - Anything Goes! Join our Forum! Sign in with
Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Help moto4 moto 4.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Ted Craig 4 Posted April 11, Posted
April 11, edited. Hello, i have many questions but ill start with a few. What cause oil residue in
the starter gear housing? Is it normal? Does anyone have a service manual? Edited April 11, by
Ted Craig. Link to post Share on other sites. Frank Angerano Posted April 11, Posted April 11,
Ted Craig 4 Posted April 12, Posted April 12, edited. Edited April 12, by Ted Craig. Frank
Angerano Posted April 12, Posted April 12, Ted Craig 4 Posted April 13, Posted April 13, Frank
Angerano Posted April 13, The part number is the same as the one you listed but lets wait and
see so we can verify. Can you post or check the vin so you can verify the year? Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. Yamaha moto 4 carburetor rebuild.
Hello everyone! It was leaking fuel from the overflow and inside the intake Left is the needle that
was in the carburetor and right is the new set I already tried to mount it but it didn't felt right and
I accidentally broke the o-ring Anyway, I saw in some videos and diagram that there is no spring
in here. So should I put the spring back? And where? On top of the needle or bottom? Also if
you have any additionnal tips please feel free to share I want to learn the proper way! Looking
for a carb for 87 moto4 Looking for the original mikuni vm22sf. I just got an old YFMDX Moto 4
and upon checking the oil in the rear differential I took out I assume the fill plug and it fished out
old nasty oil. I plan on flushing the oil and replacing but was wanting to make sure if you drain
bottom plug and just fill up to the check plug. Only thing I can think of someone filled it up by
the breather on top? Plan on unhooking the hose and blowing it out tomorrow. I also do not
have a service manual yet. Also right now the diff vent hose just goes up under the tank to

nothing. Does it plug into back hole in the air box? Have a Yamaha Bear tracker , everything
was fine then one day just lost power. Battery is fine, have Looking for a wiring diagram. New
Yamaha Rider from Bulgaria. Riding a Yamaha Raptor R and this is my first Quad wanted for a
vey long time :. View the full article. What's a good size ATV to start a 10 year old on? What's a
good size to start a 10 year old on? No registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.
Make Yamaha. Model Moto. Model MOTO 4. Model Moto 4. Model MOTO-4 Model MOTO I have
moto 4 It is in excellent condition. The seats and body are in great shape. This 4 wheeler is in
great mechanical running condition and is ready to ride. Tires are in great shape. Luggage rack
on back. Perfect for hunting season. I am asking I have an older four wheeler that is in perfect
mechanical order. Its runs great. Good tires. It is a moto four. It is a If interested give me a call at
Model Moto Don t forget we have plenty of financing options for all types of credit and we take
trade -ins! Features may include: The all-new Wolverine R-Spec EPS features an aggressive,
compact look and is designed to be the most capable off-road recreation side-by-side. The
Wolverine R-Spec EPS offers the perfect blend of suspension, handling, drivetrain and chassis
working together to give you the ability to traverse rough terrain with confidence and
best-in-class comfort. Wolverine R-Spec EPS features a class-leading 4-wheel independent
suspension with KYB ultra-long-stroke nitrogen gas charged piggyback shocks that provide a
very high quality damping feel, excellent bottoming resistance, and best-in-class adjustments to
fit a wide range of riding styles, loads, and terrain. Comfort is maximized for both the driver and
passenger with an automotive-style cab and driving position featuring all-new soft, supportive
and secure high-back bucket seats, 3-point seat belts, an adjustable passenger handhold and
dedicated floorboards that provide a comfortable and secure driving experience. The cc
engine's power character is optimized for smooth, linear, power delivery on the roughest, most
technical terrain and open trails. With a simple twist of the dial riders choose 2-wheel drive,
4-wheel limited slip, or 4-wheel full differential lock, enabling the Wolverine R-Spec to claw its
way through just about anything. When the trail gets technical, speed-sensitive electric power
steering increases comfort, especially at low speeds and in 4-wheel diff-lock. Stunning,
Industry-first Three-Cylinder Engine Prepare yourself for the industry s first cc inline-three
cylinder sport side-by-side engine. Featuring a compact DOHC twelve-valve cylinder head, an
aggressive With lightweight 80mm forged aluminum pistons and a counterbalancer, the motor
is exceptionally smooth-running, too. Built for the pure sport SxS enthusiast, there s nothing
else like it. Industry-first 5-Speed Sequential Shift Transmission with On-Command 4WD The
YXZR SE establishes a direct connection with driver via an all-new sequential 5-speed manual
transmission with reverse that permits rapid and smooth shifting, ideally matched to the potent
three-cylinder engine. A beefy hydraulically-actuated clutch system is operated by an
automotive-style foot pedal for light, consistent feel and an entirely new sports SxS experience.
Yamaha s proven On-Command 4WD system with full Diff Lock is ready to tackle challenging
terrain, and the entire driveline is built to provide unmatched durability. All four corners are fully
adjustable spring preload, rebound and both high- and low-speed compression damping with a
huge Result: The ultimate in ride quality, tuneability and handling. Ergonomics Built for
Performance The YXZR SE cab features plush cut-and-sew high-back seats with extra lateral
support and outside shoulder bolsters, and the cockpit is built to provide a balanced
combination of secure confidence with comfort. The floorboards are shaped to provide
generous legroom while still giving a planted feel during aggressive drivin. Model Raptor Hardly
used stock machine! Backstopping these aesthetic credentials is a palatable 88cc SOHC 2-valve
engine that produces low-to-mid rpm range performance. Speaking of the dual A-arm front
suspension, the set-up carries 4. Then th
supra 87
parts of the brain and their functions diagram
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ere is the hydraulic disc brake with a drilled rotor in the back and dual sealed drums in the
front. Minimum age requirements vary by state. For kids 12 years and older, the Raptor 90 is an
excellent machine to start learning on. Powered by a reliable 88cc air-cooled four-stroke engine
coupled to a fully automatic CVT transmission, the Raptor 90 is not only easy to use, but can
accommodate various levels of riding ability. And there's an adjustable rev limiter to help you
manage their learning curve. Please verify minimum age requirements with the dealership.
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